show the averaged 1D height-height correlation function that is determined from the height profile obtained from atomic force microscopy (AFM). The power law behavior that is observed at small distances ≪ is characteristic of a fractal or self-affine morphology. From the slope of the power-law region, we obtain a Hurst exponent of that characterizes the fractal dimension of the roughness. The maximum correlation length determines the mean asperity size, beyond which the height profile is uncorrelated and plateaus to a root-mean-square roughness of . showing drag reduction can be reestablished by restoring a Leidenfrost vapor film. As indicated by the red curve, power (100 W) is supplied to the embedded heater for the first 100 s, resulting in a lower measured torque (1912.3±21.9 μNm) with active heating. When the electrical heating is turned off, the frictional torque steadily increases to a new, higher level (2013.2±26.3 μNm). When the electrical heating with the same power (100 W) is turned back on at 350 s, a Leidenfrost vapor film can be restored, leading to the same level of low frictional torque, within the measurement uncertainty (1923.9±19.4 μNm). The same rotor, Taylor-Couette flow cell, angular velocity (60 rad/s), and water temperature (≈90 °C) are used in this experiment as in the experiment described in Fig. 4 . The frictional torque required for spinning the rotor in hot water in non-film boiling conditions is unchanged (≈160 μNm). Subtracting this torque from the raw torque without film boiling (2013.2±26.3 μNm) leads to the liquid metal torque (indicated by the thick black dashed line). The higher viscosity of the partially-oxidized GaIn alloy in this experiment leads to a higher background frictional torque. The percentage drag reduction in the current experiment is calculated to be 65±20%, which agrees reasonably well with the previous results, within the measurement uncertainty inherent in strongly turbulent fluctuating conditions. ω = 60 rad/s Re = 52,200
